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17th December 2012

Dear Colleague,

As the end of another busy year approaches, I would like to thank you for your continued support in 2012 and to wish you and
your team all the very best for the festive season.

In November this year Fred celebrated its 20th birthday. Having witnessed Fred’s growth from the company’s gestation, I can
sincerely say that Paul Naismith, CEO and Rod Unmack, CIO have made an enormous contribution to Community Pharmacy
through their partnership with the Pharmacy Guild. I appreciate and applaud their consistent effort and contribution. 

Brian Callaghan, who has also been part of the Fred team from the beginning, retires this month. On behalf of all of his customers
and work colleagues, I would like to thank Brian for his wisdom and considerable contribution.

Now that we are in our 21st year we realise that maturity brings considerable responsibility. We appreciate our leadership position in
community pharmacy IT and are committed to further service and product improvements in future. We know this year there were
occasions when we did not meet your service expectations and we are taking that seriously at all points in the company.

This year we have continued our leadership by:

• Releasing Fred Office 3.5 and reaching our 1,000th Fred Office site

• Increasing our service commitment with the recent restructure of the Fred Help team, expansion of the Fred Help Centre, and
creation of a department named Fred Knowledge

• Integrating eScript payments into Fred Dispense, introducing functions to support the 5CPA, and adding Medication Chart
dispensing in nursing homes for trial sites

• Continuing to make eScripts as widely available as possible, with 3,300 pharmacies and 15,000 doctors having now switched
on eRx Script Exchange

• Successfully launching MedView, a medications repository in the Barwon area for Hospitals, Doctors and Pharmacists

• Developing interoperability between eRx Script Exchange and MediSecure for launch in January 2013. 

You can find further details about our 2012 highlights and plans for 2013 in the attached Fred IT Group Year in Review.

This Christmas we continue our policy of sharing our success with those in need. By giving to charity rather than sending
Christmas cards or gifts, we continue to give long after Christmas cards may be forgotten. This year we have donated to the
following worthy charities:

Salvation Army Christmas Appeal $2,000
The Smith Family Christmas Appeal $2,000
Brotherhood of St Laurence $2,000
Leukemia Foundation Australia    $2,000
Make a Wish Foundation $1,000
Melanoma Patients Australia $1,000

On behalf of the entire team at Fred, I thank you for your support and I wish you a Happy Christmas and healthy New Year.

Regards,

W.J. (Bill) Scott F.P.S
B.Pharm. FACP FAICD
Chairman



From left: Paul Naismith, Fred CEO
and Rod Unmack, Fred CIO.

FRED – YEAR IN REVIEW 2012

This year has seen a number of eHealth highlights,
and Fred has been working hard in the background to
ensure that the underpinning infrastructure meets the
future needs of pharmacy and positions pharmacy in
the connected online health team of the future. 

Leadership in eHealth 

eScripts are key to delivering ongoing safety benefits to
Australian health users, including the efficient and accurate
sharing of patient information between pharmacy and other
health care professionals. The widespread use of eScripts is the
first step in making sure that the benefits of eScripts reach as
many healthcare users and professionals as possible, and during
2012 we have put our efforts into ensuring that eScripts are as
widely available as possible.

This included a major focus on developing interoperability so
that doctors and pharmacists can access all electronic
prescriptions, regardless of which prescription exchange or
software they use. We also welcomed the July announcement of
ePIP incentive payments for GPs who use eScripts as this will
be important in building up the rich medications history that
increases the benefits of eHealth. 

Key achievements

• Development of interopera
bility between

eRx eScripts and MediSec
ure ready for

launch in January 2013

• Successfully launched Med
View, the first

online medications reposito
ry, in the

Barwon region in March 20
12. MedView

provides pharmacies, GPs,
 hospitals and

aged care facilities with the
 ability to view

comprehensive medication
s histories for

consenting patients. It is no
w being

transitioned into the nation
al medications

repository which forms the
 backbone of the

PCEHR

• The network of GPs and p
harmacies using

eScripts has continued to w
iden - 65% of

all dispensing now takes p
lace through eRx

• 3,300 pharmacies and 15,
000+ GP’s have

switched on eRx, with 170
 million+ eRx

transactions this year, and 
380 million+ to

date

Fred began in 1992 with the goal of reinventing
dispensing software so that it was more efficient and
easier for pharmacy. Fred Dispense, now Australia’s
leading dispensing software, was the result. Since
then, we have continued our commitment to investing
in new ways that technology can make life easier for
pharmacy, including improving communication
between health professionals and taking pharmacy into
the future as part of a connected health care team.

Fred has taken a lead role in the biggest changes to
impact pharmacy, including the creation of PBS Online
and the development of national eHealth infrastructure
such as eRx Script Exchange and the National
Prescription and Dispense Repository (previously

MedView) which are part of the backbone of the
Personally Controlled Electronic Health Record
(PCEHR).

By far the most dramatic change in our 20 years has
been the advent of eHealth. This has been the most
significant in terms of promising improved health care
and communication between professionals, and the
team at Fred is pleased to have been part of the vision
and leadership that made this happen. 

We are proud of our record in industry leadership and
innovation, and look forward to continuing to invest in
the technology and innovation that supports pharmacy
and the health needs of Australians. 

Fred celebrated its 20th birthday in November, kicking off a year of celebrations, and looking
back with pleasure on the last two decades. 

20 YEARS IN THE MAKING

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF IT INNOVATION
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Leadership in pharmacy solutions 
2012 saw us continue to invest in our store systems so that pharmacies of all shapes and sizes can make
the most of the rapidly changing pharmacy environment. This included a focus on innovation and
development for all our flagship products. Our overall emphasis has been on introducing new functions that
can streamline communication with clients and suppliers whilst also simplifying business operations.

Our commitment to exploring innovations that
make dispensing easier and more intuitive is what
has made Fred Dispense the most popular
dispense software in Australia – still the dispensing
choice of more than 53% of Australian pharmacies.
In 2012 we continued this investment and
leadership with the introduction of a number of
important changes to ensure that pharmacies using
Fred Dispense are able to make the most of
eHealth opportunities. We also continued to look at
further ways of keeping dispensing as fast and
reliable as possible.

Key achievements

• Launched automation of eScript incentive payments with
PBS Online, making it even easier to use eScripts

• Introduced a range of new functions to support 5CPA
and government requirements. These included sending
of under co-payment scripts to PBS to provide a
stronger picture of medication usage, prescription
switching capability, and the addition of Medication
Chart PBS Dispensing functionality for trial sites 

• Progressed the integration of Healthcare Identifiers (HI)
Service functionality which is vital for the eHealth
connectivity and integrity behind PCEHR and the
national medicines repository 

We continued our work on an Australia-first in
the retail space for pharmacy, in partnership with
Terry White Management, and using the first
Australian implementation of Microsoft Dynamics
AX for pharmacy. This is part of our commitment
to using new technology to advance pharmacy
and provide new opportunities to enhance the
retail pharmacy sector; and introduces significant
new opportunities for managing small through to
very large pharmacy retail groups.

Key achievements

• Substantial development completed on revolutionary
new pharmacy-wide management approach to retail,
with successful implementation of the first financials
module 

• Introducing enterprise planning and customer
relationship management functions which enable
businesses to streamline their business processes
and their communications with customers and
suppliers 

We introduced new features at the group retail
level in 2012 with the ongoing development of
Fred Rapid. These enhancements were
designed to strengthen the ability of multi-store
and pharmacy franchises to manage business
information and intelligence for different
business types. We also introduced capability
to support latest industry trends as well as
further improvements to performance and
usability.

Key achievements

• Launched new flexibility and capability for managing
either single stores or pharmacy groups 

• Introduced significant new functions including store
grouping and more sophisticated centralised pricing

• Launched Fred Rapid in Chemsave and extended
the rollout in Amcal and Oze-Pharmacy

In 2012 we continued to evolve Fred Office (3.5)
to support the increasingly diverse and complex
retail needs of pharmacy. We responded to
customer feedback by introducing new tools that
provide pharmacy with greater flexibility, at the
same time reducing workload and costs. 

Key achievements

• Reached our milestone 1,000th Fred Office site

• Introduced new tools such as automated statements
that reduce workload by enabling pharmacies to email
statements to suppliers and debtors at pre-set times

• New promotional capabilities for valued customers

• Streamlined the process for tasks such as reconciling
workcover payments

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF IT INNOVATION



Leadership in service
solutions 
Broadband and “cloud computing” have
become extremely important to pharmacy
over recent years, and these two areas
continued to be a focus throughout 2012. We
invested in ongoing updates to further
enhance speed and reliability of existing
services such as broadband and off-site data
storage. We also introduced new services to
keep pace with the evolving needs of your
pharmacy. 

FRED – YEAR IN REVIEW 2012

Leadership in customer service 
Fred’s commitment to its customer service has
always been core to the company’s philosophy and
success.

This has been the case from the outset when company
founders – CEO Paul Naismith and CIO Rod Unmack –
provided all support, and did so via floppy disks, phone calls
and onsite visits. Today, a dedicated team of 50 staff provide
7 days a week service to more than 3,000 customers in
pharmacy and retail, and do so using a combination of
telephone support, automatic downloads, remote
management and web dial-in.

The release of Windows 8 operating system
presents exciting opportunities for future
developments especially in areas of touch and
mobility, and we will continue to explore its potential
use over the months to come. All Fred products will
be compatible with Windows 8 by the end of
February 2013.

Key achievements

• Launched a new Fred EFTPOS service, in partnership
with Tyro, to provide faster and more reliable EFTPOS

• Began the widespread upgrade of our Fred Net
broadband service from ADSL to ADSL2+, ready for
launch in 2013. This builds on our existing service in a
number of important areas, including faster
downloads and uploads, increased allowances to
accommodate the growing requirements of pharmacy,
and improved services such as off-site backup.

Key achievements

• Restructured Fred Help to restore highe
r levels of customer satisfaction, and to 

create new career pathways and

reduce challenges for Fred team membe
rs

• Expanded the Fred Help Centre with 12
 new webinars, which had 200 live log-i

ns and over 750 downloads. Also

the recent removal of the log-in gives cu
stomers easier access to instructional m

aterials in the Knowledge, Media

and Webinar sections

• Introduced a popular new range of train
ing CDs which includes hours worth of f

ree training

• Created Fred Knowledge, an important 
new area of our business tasked to synt

hesise and preserve the

knowledge accumulated in Fred’s 20 ye
ars and to make this information availab

le to increase staff capability and

improve customer service

Update
With 4,400 pharmacies around Australia now using
PharmX, it remains the ordering and invoicing platform of
choice in pharmacy.

In 2012 PharmX continued to add new suppliers such as
Chempro and HealthCo. The gateway now has 27
suppliers and processes more than 17 million orders and
invoices annually, representing approximately $7.5 billion
in trade. The Gateway’s impressive performance record
continues, with 100% uptime achieved during 2012. 

Along the way, the incredible commitment and work of our
team members has been critical to our successful growth
and ability to maintain customer service levels.

Nevertheless, during 2012 we experienced a decline in
meeting our service level agreements and customer
satisfaction. As a result, we are changing our operations to
further prioritise customer satisfaction. We also further
expanded our online Fred Help Centre to make resources
and information more readily available for pharmacy.

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF IT INNOVATION
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Our 20-year milestone highlights the vital
contribution that our team makes to Fred’s
success. We believe that leadership begins with
the team, and we are proud of our team’s spirit
and record of commitment, and customer focus.

Ross Girvan and Chris Jones exemplify this spirit, both
with more than 10 years’ expertise in customer service. 

• Ross has headed up our Customer Services area over
the past 10 years, showing invaluable expertise and
commitment. We are proud to have his expertise in
leading our new Knowledge area.

Fred’s leadership team 

Congratulations to Chenoa Robb, Executive Assistant,
who has been awarded the 2012 Rod Major Award,
which recognises and celebrates the outstanding
customer and teamwork of individuals.

Rod Major was a Fred employee who passed away after a
courageous battle with cancer whilst continuing to provide a
high level of service and trademark team orientation to his work. 

Chenoa’s tireless efforts in “running the place” have been
widely acknowledged across Fred. The many votes Chenoa
received were testimony to her outstanding ability to ensure
that the needs of all stakeholders (Board, CEO, CIO, GM Team,
staff, customers and visitors) are quickly and professionally met.

Chenoa consistently demonstrates Fred's values in action and
it was great to see her strong performance recognised and

Pharmacist Brian Callaghan, one of Fred’s original
team of three, retired in December after 20 years of
tireless dedication and commitment to Fred. 

Together with Paul Naismith and Rod Unmack, Brian
shared a vision in the potential for technology to improve
pharmacy. Brian played a key role in the Guild’s company
Pharmacy Computers Australia Pty Ltd (PCA) which later
merged with NU Systems and then became Fred. He
worked with Paul and Rod on the reinvention of dispensing
software that launched Fred.

We are indebted to Brian, whose vision, passion for IT and
extensive industry knowledge have been vital in providing
our customers and stakeholders with high quality
specifications and standards.

Our Rod Major Team Member
of the Year Award 2012

Brian Callaghan 20 years 
of leadership and vision

valued by her colleagues. Congratulations again to Chenoa
and to all our worthy winners!

The Rod Major Award is based on the votes of colleagues
and has monthly winners and an overall year winner.
Monthly winners this year were: Chenoa Robb, Chris Jones,
Xiaoye Cui, Allina Doyle, Simon Lamb, Sai Cherukupalli,
Suzie McManus, Nihar Trivedi, Lisa Thomson, James
Hector, Kerri McLellan, and Ryan Northam. 

• Our longest serving Fred Help team member, with more than
10 years’ experience, Chris brings unparalleled knowledge of
our products, and customers’ needs. 

From left: Ross
Girvan, General
Manager of our new
Fred Knowledge team
and Chris Jones.

Brian’s contribution to our business has been immense and
he will be greatly missed. We wish Brian and his family
every enjoyment in his retirement. 

From left: Paul Naismith, Leah Johnson, 
Rod Unmack and Brian Callaghan in 1993.

Paul Naismith (left) and
Rod Unmack presenting
Chenoa Robb with the
2012 Rod Major Award.

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF IT INNOVATION


